
Our Class Activities  - Term 1 

By Primary 1 and Primary 2 

Everyone has settled in to class very well and are enjoying new friends and 

activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our topic this term has been about Flight   We have found out lots about birds and 

bats . Our visit from Michelle at the Nevis rangers was brilliant. She helped us to 

make bat boxes and kites . It was fun flying the kites.  

In Literacy we have listened to fiction and non-fiction Flight stories and poems and 

we wrote our own stories about where we would like to go in a hot air balloon. 

There was lots of Practical Maths to do building models of things that fly. We used  

Lego,  Quadro  and stickle bricks . 

For Homework we had to find pictures of things that fly and talk about them in 

class.  There was a fantastic selection.  

We had a very interesting visit from Magz, Steven and Iain  who told us all about 

our new school and took us on a virtual walk  around the new building. 

 

 



As well as all this-- we have been very busy with other classwork too. 

Primary 1 have been working with numbers to 6. We know their value and can write 

and order them really well. We have also been working hard on our phonics and 

making the letters say the correct sound. 

Everyone has been enjoying their reading work and learning lots of new words to 

help us to be fluent, expressive readers! 

Primary 2 have been learning  numbers to 20. We can count forwards and 

backwards and put the numbers in the correct order. We have been working on our 

numbers stories to 11 with adding and subtracting . 

We are all enjoying our new reading books . They are a bit harder than last year 

and that shows we are making good progress! 

In R.E. we were learning about the changing seasons and we are looking forward to 

going to the Harvest Assembly and performing for the rest of the school. In 

October we are saying the Rosary every day and remembering people who need our 

prayers. 

 Our  class representatives on the ECO committee are Rowan  and George and on 

the Learning Council our representatives are Emily  and Emilis. They keep us up to 

date with all that is going on. 

  

   

 

 

  

 In which direction will the bubbles 

         Looking for birds and bugs.                       float? 

 

 


